Hello Parents !
Welcome to Week # 16. November 30th to December 4th.
It is Holiday time and the students are excited about everything. Please remember that this will
be a short month , so every day counts. Please make sure to have your child here unless your
child is sick.
Thank you!
I need help again in the wearing of masks. The students need to be wearing their masks up
over their nose. The mask will not do the job unless worn correctly. Please talk with your
student on the importance of the mask and how it is worn. We are all keeping safe and this is
GREAT!!! We need to continue doing it RIGHT!!!!

Spalding:

We will be working hard on phonograms: o, c, a, g, z. I need ALL students to practice these
each ngh. They need to say the sound and then write the letter. Thank you for your help.

Reading: Sight words we are working on in class: Can, man, in, pin, zoo, off,

city. We have story time each day where we read books and we discuss elements of
a story, like mood and rise/fall of action/setting and picture clues. We will be
learning Poem #6 this week and reciting it in class as a group and individually.

Handwriting: Write m, n, w, v, x, r,

g, l, d, e,f, y, z, p, u, b, h, t, correctly
starting at either the top line or midline. Encourage your child to pull the lines all
the way to the bottom line..We will continue to work on writing all phonograms.
Please practice letter formation at home also.

Language Arts:
Poem:
six

Due Date:
December 4th

Math- We will be learning the following;

Number recognition 1-30; counting
objects 1-30; number sets, following directions; left/right; same / different;
inside/outside, pennies, nickels and patterns. We have started the addition
process. It is necessary for the students to understand one to one correspondence

and number value. We have also started working on telling time. We will be learning
using math games, partner groups and whole groups and manipulatives. Please go
over their numbers at least 3 times a week.
*Our math grade this quarter will be based on individual calculation and
participation.

Science - We will start a new unit ~Weight ~
Social Studies - We will be starting a new Unit in this subject. We will be
working on “Earth - All things connected”.

